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We present a quasi-model-independent search for the physics responsible for electroweak symmetry breaking. We define final states to be studied, and construct a rule that identifies a set of relevant variables for any
particular final state. A new algorithm 共‘‘SLEUTH’’兲 searches for regions of excess in those variables and
quantifies the significance of any detected excess. After demonstrating the sensitivity of the method, we apply
”
it to the semi-inclusive channel e  X collected in 108 pb⫺1 of pp̄ collisions at 冑s⫽1.8 TeV at the DO
experiment during 1992–1996 at the Fermilab Tevatron. We find no evidence of new high p T physics in this
sample.
PACS number共s兲: 13.90.⫹i
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I. INTRODUCTION

It is generally recognized that the standard model, an extremely successful description of the fundamental particles
and their interactions, must be incomplete. Although there is
likely to be new physics beyond the current picture, the possibilities are sufficiently broad that the first hint could appear
in any of many different guises. This suggests the importance of performing searches that are as model-independent
as possible.
The word ‘‘model’’ can connote varying degrees of generality. It can mean a particular model together with definite
choices of parameters 关e.g., minimal supergravity MSUGRA
关1兴 with specified m 1/2 , m 0 , A 0 , tan ␤ , and sgn(  )]; it can
mean a particular model with unspecified parameters 共e.g.,
MSUGRA兲; it can mean a more general model 共e.g.,
SUGRA兲; it can mean an even more general model 共e.g.,
gravity-mediated supersymmetry兲; it can mean a class of
general models 共e.g., supersymmetry兲; or it can be a set of
classes of general models 共e.g., theories of electroweak symmetry breaking兲. As one ascends this hierarchy of generality,
predictions of the ‘‘model’’ become less precise. While there
have been many searches for phenomena predicted by models in the narrow sense, there have been relatively few
searches for predictions of the more general kind.
In this article we describe an explicit prescription for
searching for the physics responsible for stabilizing electroweak symmetry breaking, in a manner that relies only
upon what we are sure we know about electroweak symmetry breaking: that its natural scale is on the order of the Higgs
boson mass 关2兴. When we wish to emphasize the generality
of the approach, we say that it is quasi-model-independent,
where ‘‘quasi’’ refers to the fact that the correct model of
electroweak symmetry breaking should become manifest at
the scale of several hundred GeV.
New sources of physics will in general lead to an excess
over the expected background in some final state. A general
signature for new physics is therefore a region of variable
space in which the probability for the background to fluctuate up to or above the number of observed events is small.
Because the mass scale of electroweak symmetry breaking is
larger than the mass scale of most standard model backgrounds, we expect this excess to populate regions of high
transverse momentum (p T ). The method we will describe
involves a systematic search for such excesses 共although
with a small modification it is equally applicable to searches
for deficits兲. Although motivated by the problem of electroweak symmetry breaking, this method is generally sensitive to any new high p T physics.
An important benefit of a precise a priori algorithm of the
type we construct is that it allows an a posteriori evaluation
of the significance of a small excess, in addition to providing
a recipe for searching for such an effect. The potential benefit of this feature can be seen by considering the two curious
events seen by the Collider Detector at Fermilab 共CDF兲 Collaboration in their semi-inclusive e  sample 关3兴 and one
event in the data sample we analyze in this article, which
have prompted efforts to determine the probability that the
standard model alone could produce such a result 关4兴. This is

quite difficult to do a posteriori, as one is forced to somewhat arbitrarily decide what is meant by ‘‘such a result.’’
The method we describe provides an unbiased and quantitative answer to such questions.
‘‘SLEUTH,’’ a quasi-model-independent prescription for
searching for high p T physics beyond the standard model,
has two components:
共i兲 the definitions of physical objects and final states, and
the variables relevant for each final state,
共ii兲 an algorithm that systematically hunts for an excess in
the space of those variables, and quantifies the likelihood of
any excess found.
We describe the prescription in Secs. II and III. In Sec. II we
define the physical objects and final states, and we construct
a rule for choosing variables relevant for any final state. In
Sec. III we describe an algorithm that searches for a region
of excess in a multidimensional space, and determines how
unlikely it is that this excess arose simply from a statistical
fluctuation, taking account of the fact that the search encompasses many regions of this space. This algorithm is especially useful when applied to a large number of final states.
For a first application of SLEUTH, we choose the semiinclusive e  data set (e  X) because it contains ‘‘known’’
signals 共pair production of W bosons and top quarks兲 that can
be used to quantify the sensitivity of the algorithm to new
physics, and because this final state is prominent in several
models of physics beyond the standard model 关5,6兴. In Sec.
IV we describe the data set and the expected backgrounds
from the standard model and instrumental effects. In Sec. V
we demonstrate the sensitivity of the method by ignoring the
existence of top quark and W boson pair production, and
showing that the method can find these signals in the data. In
Sec. VI we apply the SLEUTH algorithm to the e  X data set
assuming the known backgrounds, including WW and t t̄ ,
and present the results of a search for new physics beyond
the standard model.
II. SEARCH STRATEGY

Most recent searches for new physics have followed a
well-defined set of steps: first selecting a model to be tested
against the standard model, then finding a measurable prediction of this model that differs as much as possible from
the prediction of the standard model, and finally comparing
the predictions to data. This is clearly the procedure to follow for a small number of compelling candidate theories.
Unfortunately, the resources required to implement this procedure grow almost linearly with the number of theories.
Although broadly speaking there are currently only three
models with internally consistent methods of electroweak
symmetry breaking — supersymmetry 关7兴, strong dynamics
关8兴, and theories incorporating large extra dimensions 关9兴 —
the number of specific models 共and corresponding experimental signatures兲 is in the hundreds. Of these many specific
models, at most one is a correct description of nature.
Another issue is that the results of searches for new physics can be unintentionally biased because the number of
events under consideration is small, and the details of the
analysis are often not specified before the data are examined.
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An a priori technique would permit a detailed study without
fear of biasing the result.
We first specify the prescription in a form that should be
applicable to any collider experiment sensitive to physics at
the electroweak scale. We then provide aspects of the prescription that are specific to DO
” . Other experiments wishing
to use this prescription would specify similar details appropriate to their detectors.
A. General prescription

We begin by defining final states, and follow by motivating the variables we choose to consider for each of those
final states. We assume that standard particle identification
requirements, often detector-specific, have been agreed upon.
The understanding of all backgrounds, through Monte Carlo
programs and data, is crucial to this analysis, and requires
great attention to detail. Standard methods for understanding
backgrounds — comparing different Monte Carlo programs,
normalizing background predictions to observation, obtaining instrumental backgrounds from related samples, demonstrating agreement in limited regions of variable space, and
calibrating against known physical quantities, among many
others — are needed and used in this analysis as in any other.
Uncertainties in backgrounds, which can limit the sensitivity
of the search, are naturally folded into this approach.
1. Final states

In this subsection we partition the data into final states.
The specification is based on the notions of exclusive channels and standard particle identification.
a. Exclusiveness. Although analyses are frequently performed on inclusive samples, considering only exclusive final states has several advantages in the context of this approach:
共i兲 the presence of an extra object 共electron, photon,
muon, . . . 兲 in an event often qualitatively affects the probable interpretation of the event,
共ii兲 the presence of an extra object often changes the variables that are chosen to characterize the final state, and
共iii兲 using inclusive final states can lead to ambiguities
when different channels are combined.
We choose to partition the data into exclusive categories.
b. Particle identification. We now specify the labeling of
these exclusive final states. The general principle is that we
label the event as completely as possible, as long as we have
a high degree of confidence in the label. This leads naturally
to an explicit prescription for labeling final states.
Most multipurpose experiments are able to identify electrons, muons, photons, and jets, and so we begin by considering a final state to be described by the number of isolated
electrons, muons, photons, and jets observed in the event,
and whether there is a significant imbalance in transverse
momentum (E” T ). We treat E” T as an object in its own right,
which must pass certain quality criteria. If b tagging, c tagging, or  tagging is possible, then we can differentiate
among jets arising from b quarks, c quarks, light quarks, and
hadronic tau decays. If a magnetic field can be used to obtain
the electric charge of a lepton, we split the charged leptons l

into l ⫹ and l ⫺ but consider final states that are related
through global charge conjugation to be equivalent in pp̄ or
e ⫹ e ⫺ 共but not p p) collisions. Thus e ⫹ e ⫺ ␥ is a different
final state than e ⫹ e ⫹ ␥ , but e ⫹ e ⫹ ␥ and e ⫺ e ⫺ ␥ together
make up a single final state. The definitions of these objects
are logically specified for general use in all analyses, and we
use these standard identification criteria to define our objects.
We can further specify a final state by identifying any W
or Z bosons in the event. This has the effect 共for example兲 of
splitting the ee j j,  j j, and  j j final states into the Z j j,
ee j j,  j j, and  j j channels, and splitting the eE” T j j,
 E” T j j, and  E” T j j final states into W j j, eE” T j j,  E” T j j, and
 E” T j j channels.
We combine a l ⫹ l ⫺ pair into a Z if their invariant mass
M l ⫹ l ⫺ falls within a Z boson mass window (82⭐M l ⫹ l ⫺
⭐100 GeV for DO
” data兲 and the event contains neither significant E” T nor a third charged lepton. If the event contains
exactly one photon in addition to a l ⫹ l ⫺ pair, and contains
neither significant E” T nor a third charged lepton, and if
M l ⫹ l ⫺ does not fall within the Z boson mass window, but
M l ⫹ l ⫺ ␥ does, then the l ⫹ l ⫺ ␥ triplet becomes a Z boson. If
the experiment is not capable of distinguishing between l ⫹
and l ⫺ and the event contains exactly two l’s, they are assumed to have opposite charge. A lepton and E” T become a W
T
boson if the transverse mass M lE
” T is within a W boson mass
T
” data兲 and the event
window (30⭐M lE” ⭐110 GeV for DO
T
contains no second charged lepton. Because the W boson
mass window is so much wider than the Z boson mass window, we make no attempt to identify radiative W boson decays.
We do not identify top quarks, gluons, or W or Z bosons
from hadronic decays because we would have little confidence in such a label. Since the predicted cross sections for
new physics are comparable to those for the production of
detectable ZZ, WZ, and WW final states, we also elect not to
identify these final states.
c. Choice of final states to study. Because it is not realistic
to specify backgrounds for all possible exclusive final states,
choosing prospective final states is an important issue. Theories of physics beyond the standard model make such wideranging predictions that neglect of any particular final state
purely on theoretical grounds would seem unwise. Focusing
on final states in which the data themselves suggest something interesting can be done without fear of bias if all final
states and variables for those final states are defined prior to
examining the data. Choosing variables is the subject of the
next section.
2. Variables

We construct a mapping from each final state to a list of
key variables for that final state using a simple, wellmotivated, and short set of rules. The rules, which are summarized in Table I, are obtained through the following reasoning:
共i兲 There is strong reason to believe that the physics responsible for electroweak symmetry breaking occurs at the
scale of the mass of the Higgs boson, or on the order of a few
hundred GeV. Any new massive particles associated with
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TABLE I. A quasi-model-independently motivated list of interesting variables for any final state. The set of variables to consider
for any particular final state is the union of the variables in the
second column for each row that pertains to that final state. Here l
j
denotes e,  , or  . The notation 兺 ⬘ p Tj is shorthand for p T1 if the
ji
n
final state contains only one jet, 兺 i⫽2 p T if the final state contains
j
n
p Ti if the final state contains n jets and nothing
n⭓2 jets, and 兺 i⫽3
else, with n⭓3. Leptons and missing transverse energy that are
reconstructed as decay products of W or Z bosons are not considered separately in the left-hand column.
If the final state includes

then consider the variable

E” T
one or more charged leptons
one or more electroweak bosons
one or more jets

E” T
兺 p Tl
兺 p T␥ /W/Z
兺 ⬘ p Tj

this physics can therefore be expected to decay into objects
with large transverse momenta in the final state.
共ii兲 Many models of electroweak symmetry breaking predict final states with large missing transverse energy. This
arises in a large class of R-parity conserving supersymmetric
theories containing a neutral, stable, lightest supersymmetric
particle; in theories with ‘‘large’’ extra dimensions containing a Kaluza-Klein tower of gravitons that escape into the
multidimensional ‘‘bulk space’’ 关9兴; and more generally
from neutrinos produced in electroweak boson decay. If the
final state contains significant E” T , then E” T is included in the
list of promising variables. We do not use E” T that is reconstructed as a W boson decay product, following the prescription for W and Z boson identification outlined above.
共iii兲 If the final state contains one or more leptons, we use
the summed scalar transverse momenta 兺 p Tl , where the sum
is over all leptons whose identity can be determined and
whose momenta can be accurately measured. Leptons that
are reconstructed as W or Z boson decay products are not
included in this sum, again following the prescription for W
and Z boson identification outlined above. We combine the
momenta of e,  , and  leptons because these objects are
expected to have comparable transverse momenta on the basis of lepton universality in the standard model and the negligible values of lepton masses.
共iv兲 Similarly, photons and W and Z bosons are most
likely to signal the presence of new phenomena when they
are produced at high transverse momentum. Since the expected transverse momenta of the electroweak gauge bosons
are comparable, we use the variable 兺 p T␥ /W/Z , where the scalar sum is over all electroweak gauge bosons in the event, for
final states with one or more of them identified.
共v兲 For events with one jet in the final state, the transverse
energy of that jet is an important variable. For events with
two or more jets in the final state, previous analyses have
made use of the sum of the transverse energies of all but the
leading jet 关10兴. The reason for excluding the energy of the
leading jet from this sum is that while a hard jet is often
obtained from QCD radiation, hard second and third radiative jets are relatively much less likely. We therefore choose
the variable 兺 ⬘ p Tj to describe the jets in the final state, where

j

兺 ⬘ p Tj denotes p T1 if the final state contains only one jet and
j

n
兺 i⫽2
p Ti if the final state contains two or more jets. Since
QCD dijets are a large background in all-jets final states,
j
n
兺 ⬘ p Tj refers instead to 兺 i⫽3
p Ti for final states containing n
jets and nothing else, where n⭓3.
When there are exactly two objects in an event 共e.g., one
Z boson and one jet兲, their p T values are expected to be
nearly equal, and we therefore use the average p T of the two
objects. When there is only one object in an event 共e.g., a
single W boson兲, we use no variables, and simply perform a
counting experiment.
Other variables that can help pick out specific signatures
can also be defined. Although variables such as invariant
mass, angular separation between particular final state objects, and variables that characterize event topologies may be
useful in testing a particular model, these variables tend to be
less powerful in a general search. Appendix A contains a
more detailed discussion of this point. In the interest of keeping the list of variables as general, well motivated, powerful,
and short as possible, we elect to stop with those given in
Table I. We expect evidence for new physics to appear in the
high tails of the E” T , 兺 p Tl , 兺 p T␥ /W/Z , and 兺 ⬘ p Tj distributions.

B. Search strategy: DO
” Run I

The general search strategy just outlined is applicable to
any collider experiment searching for the physics responsible
for electroweak symmetry breaking. Any particular experiment that wishes to use this strategy needs to specify object
and variable definitions that reflect the capabilities of the
detector. This section serves this function for the DO
” detector 关11兴 in its 1992–1996 run 共Run I兲 at the Fermilab Tevatron. The details in this subsection supersede those in the
more general section above.
1. Object definitions

The particle identification algorithms used here for electrons, muons, jets, and photons are similar to those used in
many published DO
” analyses. We summarize them here.
a. Electrons. DO
” had no central magnetic field in Run I;
therefore, there is no way to distinguish between electrons
and positrons. Electron candidates with transverse energy
greater than 15 GeV, within the fiducial region of 兩  兩 ⬍1.1 or
1.5⬍ 兩  兩 ⬍2.5 关where  ⫽⫺ln tan(  /2), with  the polar
angle with respect to the colliding proton’s direction兴, and
satisfying standard electron identification and isolation requirements as defined in Ref. 关12兴 are accepted.
b. Muons. We do not distinguish between positively and
negatively charged muons in this analysis. We accept muons
with transverse momentum greater than 15 GeV and
兩  兩 ⬍1.7 that satisfy standard muon identification and isolation requirements 关12兴.
c. E” T . The missing transverse energy, E” T , is the energy
required to balance the measured energy in the event. In the
calorimeter, we calculate
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冏兺
i

冏

E i sin  i 共 cos  i x̂⫹sin  i ŷ 兲 ,

共1兲

where i runs over all calorimeter cells, E i is the energy deposited in the i th cell, and  i is the azimuthal and  i the
polar angle of the center of the i th cell, measured with respect to the event vertex.
An event is defined to contain a E” T ‘‘object’’ only if we
are confident that there is significant missing transverse energy. Events that do not contain muons are said to contain E” T
if E” Tcal⬎15 GeV. Using track deflection in magnetized steel
toroids, the muon momentum resolution in Run I is

␦ 共 1/p 兲 ⫽0.18共 p⫺2 兲 /p 2 丣 0.003,

共2兲

where p is in units of GeV, and 丣 means addition in quadrature. This is significantly coarser than the electromagnetic
and jet energy resolutions, parametrized by

␦ E/E⫽15%/ 冑E 丣 0.3%

共3兲

␦ E/E⫽80%/ 冑E,

共4兲

and

respectively. Events that contain exactly one muon are
deemed to contain E” T on the basis of muon number conservation rather than on the basis of the muon momentum measurement. We do not identify a E” T object in events that contain two or more muons.
d. Jets. Jets are reconstructed in the calorimeter using a
fixed-size cone algorithm, with a cone size of ⌬R
⫽ 冑(⌬  ) 2 ⫹(⌬  ) 2 ⫽0.5 关13兴. We require jets to have
E T ⬎15 GeV and 兩  兩 ⬍2.5. We make no attempt to distinguish among light quarks, gluons, charm quarks, bottom
quarks, and hadronic tau decays.
e. Photons. Isolated photons that pass standard identification requirements 关14兴, have transverse energy greater
than 15 GeV, and are in the fiducial region 兩  兩 ⬍1.1 or
1.5⬍ 兩  兩 ⬍2.5 are labeled photon objects.
f. W bosons. Following the general prescription described
above, an electron 共as defined above兲 and E” T become a W
boson if their transverse mass is within the W boson mass
T
window (30⭐M lE
” T ⭐110 GeV兲 and the event contains no
second charged lepton. Because the muon momentum measurement is coarse, we do not use a transverse mass window
for muons. From Sec. II B 1 c, any event containing a single
muon is said to also contain E” T ; thus any event containing a
muon and no second charged lepton is said to contain a W
boson.
g. Z bosons. We use the rules in the previous section for
combining an ee pair or ee ␥ triplet into a Z boson. We do
not attempt to reconstruct a Z boson in events containing
three or more charged leptons. For events containing two
muons and no third charged lepton, we fit the event to the
hypothesis that the two muons are decay products of a Z
boson and that there is no E” T in the event. If the fit is acceptable, the two muons are considered to be a Z boson.

2. Variables

The variables provided in the general prescription above
also need minor revision to be appropriate for the DO
” experiment.
a. 兺 p Tl . We do not attempt to identify  leptons, and the
momentum resolution for muons is coarse. For events that
contain no leptons other than muons, we define 兺 p Tl ⫽ 兺 p T .
For events that contain one or more electrons, we define
兺 p Tl ⫽ 兺 p Te . This is identical to the general definition provided above except for events containing both one or more
electrons and one or more muons. In this case, we have decided to define 兺 p Tl as the sum of the momenta of the electrons only, rather than combining the well-measured electron
momenta with the poorly-measured muon momenta.
b. E” T . E” T is defined by E” T ⫽E” Tcal, where E” Tcal is the missing transverse energy as summed in the calorimeter. This
sum includes the p T of electrons, but only a negligible fraction of the p T of muons.
c. 兺 p T␥ /W/Z . We use the definition of 兺 p T␥ /W/Z provided in
the general prescription: the sum is over all electroweak
gauge bosons in the event, for final states with one or more
of them. We note that if a W boson is formed from a  and
E” T , then p TW ⫽E” T cal.
III.

SLEUTH

ALGORITHM

Given a data sample, its final state, and a set of variables
appropriate to that final state, we now describe the algorithm
that determines the most interesting region in those variables
and quantifies the degree of interest.
A. Overview

Central to the algorithm is the notion of a ‘‘region’’ (R).
A region can be regarded simply as a volume in the variable
space defined by Table I, satisfying certain special properties
to be discussed in Sec. III B. The region contains N data
points and an expected number of background events b̂ R .
We can consequently compute the weighted probability p NR ,
defined in Sec. III C 1, that the background in the region
fluctuates up to or beyond the observed number of events. If
this probability is small, we flag the region as potentially
interesting.
In any reasonably sized data set, there will always be
regions in which the probability for b R to fluctuate up to or
above the observed number of events is small. The relevant
issue is how often this can happen in an ensemble of hypothetical similar experiments 共hse’s兲. This question can be answered by performing these hypothetical similar experiments; i.e., by generating random events drawn from the
background distribution, finding the least probable region,
and repeating this many times. The fraction of hypothetical
similar experiments that yields a probability as low as the
one observed in the data provides the appropriate measure of
the degree of interest.
Although the details of the algorithm are complex, the
interface is straightforward. What is needed is a data sample,
a set of events for each background process i, and the num-
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FIG. 1. Example of a data set with a potentially anomalous
point. The solid histogram is the expected distribution, and the
points with error bars are the data. The bulk of the data is well
described by the background prediction, but the point located at
x⫽61 appears out of place.

ber of background events b̂ i ⫾ ␦ b̂ i from each background
process expected in the data sample. The output gives the
region of greatest excess and the fraction of hypothetical
similar experiments that would yield such an excess.
The algorithm consists of seven steps:
共1兲 Define regions R about any chosen set of N
⫽1, . . . ,N data data points in the sample of N data data points.
共2兲 Estimate the background b̂ R expected within these R.
共3兲 Calculate the weighted probabilities p NR that b R can
fluctuate to ⭓N.
共4兲 For each N, determine the R for which p NR is minimum. Define p N ⫽minR(pNR).
共5兲 Determine the fraction P N of hypothetical similar experiments in which the p N 共hse兲 is smaller than the observed
p N 共data兲.
共6兲 Determine the N for which P N is minimized. Define
P⫽minN(PN).
共7兲 Determine the fraction P of hypothetical similar
experiments in which the P共hse兲 is smaller than the observed
P共data兲.
Our notation is such that a lowercase p represents a probability, while an uppercase P or P represents the fraction of
hypothetical similar experiments that would yield a less
probable outcome. The symbol representing the minimization of p NR over R, p N over N, or P N over N is written without
the superscript or subscript representing the varied property
共i.e., p N , p, or P, respectively兲. The rest of this section discusses these steps in greater detail.

accumulation of events兲, integrating the background within
that region, and computing the probability that the expected
number of events in that region could have fluctuated up to
or beyond the observed number.
Of course, the calculated probability depends on how the
region containing the events is chosen. If the region about
the event is infinitesimal, then the expected number of background events in the region 共and therefore this probability兲
can be made arbitrarily small. A possible approach in one
dimension is to define the region to be the interval bounded
below by the point halfway between the interesting event and
its nearest neighbor, and bounded above by infinity. For the
case shown in Fig. 1, this region would be roughly the interval (46,⬁).
Such a prescription breaks down in two or more dimensions, and it is not entirely satisfactory even in one dimension. In particular, it is not clear how to proceed if the excess
occurs somewhere other than at the tail end of a distribution
or how to generalize the interval to a well-defined contour in
several dimensions. As we will see, there are significant advantages to having a precise definition of a region about a
potentially interesting set of data points. This is provided in
Sec. III B 2, after we specify the variable space itself.
1. Variable transformation

Unfortunately, the region that we choose about the point
on the tail of Fig. 1 changes if the variable is some function
of x, rather than x itself. If the region about each data point is
to be the subspace that is closer to that point than to any
other one in the sample, it would therefore be wise to minimize any dependence of the selection on the shape of the
background distribution. For a background distributed uniformly between 0 and 1 共or, in d dimensions, uniform within
the unit ‘‘box’’ 关 0,1兴 d ), it is reasonable to define the region
associated with an event as the variable subspace closer to
that event than to any other event in the sample. If the background is not already uniform within the unit box, we transform the variables so that it becomes uniform. The details of
this transformation are provided in Appendix B.
With the background distribution trivialized, the rest of
the analysis can be performed within the unit box without
worrying about the background shape. A considerable simplification is therefore achieved through this transformation.
The task of determining the expected background within
each region, which would have required a Monte Carlo integration of the background distribution over the region, reduces to the problem of determining the volume of each
region. The problem is now completely specified by the
transformed coordinates of the data points, the total number
of expected background events b̂, and its uncertainty ␦ b̂.
2. Voronoi diagrams

B. Steps „1… and „2…: Regions

When there are events that do not appear to follow some
expected distribution, such as the event at x⫽61 in Fig. 1,
we often attempt to estimate the probability that the event is
consistent with coming from that distribution. This is generally done by choosing some region around the event 共or an

Having defined the variable space by requiring a uniform
background distribution, we can now define more precisely
what is meant by a region. Figure 2 shows a 2-dimensional
variable space V containing seven data points in a unit
square. For any v 苸V, we say that v belongs to the data point
D i if 兩 v ⫺D i 兩 ⬍ 兩 v ⫺D j 兩 for all j⫽i; that is, v belongs to D i
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FIG. 2. A Voronoi diagram. 共a兲 The seven data points are shown
as black dots; the lines partition the space into seven regions, with
one region belonging to each data point. 共b兲 An example of a
2-region.

if v is closer to D i than to any other data point. In Fig. 2共a兲,
for example, any v lying within the variable subspace defined by the pentagon in the upper right-hand corner belongs
to the data point located at (0.9,0.8). The set of points in V
that do not belong to any data point 关those points on the lines
in Fig. 2共a兲兴 has zero measure and may be ignored.
We define a region around a set of data points in a variable space V to be the set of all points in V that are closer to
one of the data points in that set than to any data points
outside that set. A region around a single data point is the
union of all points in V that belong to that data point, and is
called a 1-region. A region about a set of N data points is the
union of all points in V that belong to any one of the data
points, and is called an N-region; an example of a 2-region is
shown as the shaded area in Fig. 2共b兲. N data data points thus
partition V into N data 1-regions. Two data points are said to
be neighbors if their 1-regions share a border—the points at
(0.75,0.9) and (0.9,0.8) in Fig. 2, for example, are neighbors. A diagram such as Fig. 2共a兲, showing a set of data
points and their regions, is known as a Voronoi diagram. We
use a program called HULL 关15兴 for this computation.
3. Region criteria

The explicit definition of a region that we have just provided reduces the number of contours we can draw in the
variable space from infinite to a mere 2 N data⫺1, since any
region either contains all of the points belonging to the i th
data event or it contains none of them. In fact, because many
of these regions have a shape that makes them implausible as
‘‘discovery regions’’ in which new physics might be concentrated, the number of possible regions may be reduced further. For example, the region in Fig. 2 containing only the
lower-leftmost and the upper-rightmost data points is unlikely to be a discovery region, whereas the region shown in
Fig. 2共b兲 containing the two upper-rightmost data points is
more likely 共depending upon the nature of the variables兲.
We can now impose whatever criteria we wish upon the
regions that we allow SLEUTH to consider. In general we will
want to impose several criteria, and in this case we write the
net criterion c R ⫽c R1 c R2 ••• as a product of the individual criteria, where c Ri is to be read ‘‘the extent to which the region
R satisfies the criterion c i .’’ The quantities c Ri take on values

in the interval 关 0,1兴 , where c Ri →0 if R badly fails c i , and
c Ri →1 if R easily satisfies c i .
Consider as an example c⫽ AntiCornerSphere, a simple
criterion that we have elected to impose on the regions in the
e  X sample. Loosely speaking, a region R will satisfy this
criterion (c R →1) if all of the data points inside the region
are farther from the origin than all of the data points outside
the region. This situation is shown, for example, in Fig. 2共b兲.
For every event i in the data set, denote by r i the distance of
the point in the unit box to the origin, let r ⬘ be r transformed
so that the background is uniform in r ⬘ over the interval
关 0,1兴 , and let r ⬘i be the values r i so transformed. Then define

c R⫽

冦

0,

冉

冊

in
out
⫺r ⬘ max
1 r ⬘ min
,
⫹
2


1,

冉

冊

in
out
⫺r ⬘ max
1 r ⬘ min
⬍0
⫹
2


冉
冉

冊
冊

in
out
⫺r ⬘ max
1 r ⬘ min
0⭐ ⫹
⭐1
2


1⬍

in
out
⫺r ⬘ max
1 r ⬘ min
⫹
2


共5兲

in
out
⫽mini苸R(r⬘i ), r⬘max
⫽maxi苸” R(ri⬘),
and

where
r ⬘ min
⫽1/(4N data) is an average separation distance between data
points in the variable r ⬘ .
Notice that in the limit of vanishing  , the criterion c
becomes a Boolean operator, returning ‘‘true’’ when all of
the data points inside the region are farther from the origin
than all of the data points outside the region, and ‘‘false’’
otherwise. In fact, many possible criteria have a scale  and
reduce to Boolean operators when  vanishes. This scale has
been introduced to ensure continuity of the final result under
small changes in the background estimate. In this spirit, the
‘‘extent to which R satisfies the criterion c’’ has an alternative interpretation as the ‘‘fraction of the time R satisfies the
criterion c,’’ where the average is taken over an ensemble of
slightly perturbed background estimates and  is taken to
vanish, so that ‘‘satisfies’’ makes sense. We will use c R in
the next section to define an initial measure of the degree to
which R is interesting.
We have considered several other criteria that could be
imposed upon any potential discovery region to ensure that
the region is ‘‘reasonably shaped’’ and ‘‘in a believable location.’’ We discuss a few of these criteria in Appendix C.

C. Step „3…: Probabilities and uncertainties

Now that we have specified the notion of a region, we can
define a quantitative measure of the ‘‘degree of interest’’ of a
region.
1. Probabilities

Since we are looking for regions of excess, the appropriate measure of the degree of interest is a slight modification
of the probability of background fluctuating up to or above
the observed number of events. For an N-region R in which
b̂ R background events are expected and b̂ R is precisely
known, this probability is
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The multivariate transformation described in Sec. III B 1
is obtained assuming that the number of events expected
from each background process is known precisely. This fixes
each event’s position in the unit box, its neighbors, and the
volume of the surrounding region. The systematic uncertainty ␦ b̂ R on the number of background events in a given
region is computed by combining the systematic uncertainties for each individual background process. Eq. 共7兲 then
generalizes to
p NR ⫽c R

FIG. 3. An example of a one-dimensional background distribution with three sources. The normalized shapes of the individual
background processes are shown as the dashed lines; the solid line
is their sum. Typically, the normalizations for the background processes have separate systematic errors. These errors can change the
shape of the total background curve in addition to its overall normalization. For example, if the long-dashed curve has a large systematic error, then the solid curve will be known less precisely in
the region (3,5) than in the region (0,3) where the other two backgrounds dominate.
⬁

兺
i⫽N

e ⫺b̂ R 共 b̂ R 兲 i
.
i!

共6兲

We use this to define the weighted probability

冉兺
⬁

p NR ⫽

i⫽N

冊

e ⫺b̂ R 共 b̂ R 兲 i
c R ⫹ 共 1⫺c R 兲 ,
i!

共7兲

which one can also think of as an ‘‘average probability,’’
where the average is taken over the ensemble of slightly
perturbed background estimates referred to above. By construction, this quantity has all of the properties we need: it
reduces to the probability in Eq. 共6兲 in the limit that R easily
satisfies the region criteria, it saturates at unity in the limit
that R badly fails the region criteria, and it exhibits continuous behavior under small perturbations in the background
estimate between these two extremes.
2. Systematic uncertainties

The expected number of events from each background
process has a systematic uncertainty that must be taken into
account. There may also be an uncertainty in the shape of a
particular background distribution — for example, the tail of
a distribution may have a larger systematic uncertainty than
the mode.
The background distribution comprises one or more contributing background processes. For each background process we know the number of expected events and the systematic uncertainty in this number, and we have a set of
Monte Carlo points that tell us what that background process
looks like in the variables of interest. A typical situation is
sketched in Fig. 3.

冕兺
⬁ ⬁

e ⫺b b i

1

0 i⫽N

i!

冑2  共 ␦ b̂ R 兲

冉

⫻exp ⫺

共 b⫺b̂ R 兲 2

2 共 ␦ b̂ R 兲 2

冊

db ⫹ 共 1⫺c R 兲 ,

共8兲

which is seen to reduce to Eq. 共7兲 in the limit ␦ b̂ R →0.
This formulation provides a way to take account of systematic uncertainties on the shapes of distributions, as well.
For example, if there is a larger systematic uncertainty on the
tail of a distribution, then the background process can be
broken into two components, one describing the bulk of the
distribution and one describing the tail, and a larger systematic uncertainty assigned to the piece that describes the tail.
Correlations among the various components may also be assigned.
We vary the number of events generated in the hypothetical similar experiments according to the systematic and statistical uncertainties. The systematic errors are accounted for
by pulling a vector of the ‘‘true’’ number of expected background events bជ from the distribution
p 共 bជ 兲 ⫽

1

冉

冊

1
exp ⫺ 共 b i ⫺b̂ i 兲 ⌺ ⫺1
i j 共 b j ⫺b̂ j 兲 ,
2
冑2  兩 ⌺ 兩

共9兲

where b̂ i is the number of expected background events from
process i, as before, and b i is the i th component of bជ . We
have introduced a covariance matrix ⌺, which is diagonal
with components ⌺ ii ⫽( ␦ b̂ i ) 2 in the limit that the systematic
uncertainties on the different background processes are uncorrelated, and we assume summation on repeated indices in
Eq. 共9兲. The statistical uncertainties in turn are allowed for
by choosing the number of events N i from each background
process i from the Poisson distribution
e ⫺b i b i

Ni

P共 Ni兲⫽

N i!

,

共10兲

where b i is the i th component of the vector bជ just determined.
D. Step „4…: Exploration of regions

Knowing how to calculate p NR for a specific N-region R
allows us to determine which of two N-regions is more interesting. Specifically, an N-region R 1 is more interesting
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F. Step „7…: Hypothetical similar experiments, Part II

R

than another N-region R 2 if p N1 ⬍p N2 . This allows us to
compare regions of the same size 共the same N), although, as
we will see, it does not allow us to compare regions of different size.
Step 共4兲 of the algorithm involves finding the most interesting N-region for each fixed N between 1 and N data . This
most interesting N-region is the one that minimizes p NR , and
these p N ⫽minR(pNR) are needed for the next step in the algorithm.
Even for modestly sized problems 共say, two dimensions
with on the order of 100 data points兲, there are far too many
regions to consider an exhaustive search. We therefore use a
heuristic to find the most interesting region. We imagine the
region under consideration to be an amoeba moving within
the unit box. At each step in the search the amoeba either
expands or contracts according to certain rules, and along the
way we keep track of the most interesting N-region so far
found, for each N. The detailed rules for this heuristic are
provided in Appendix D.
E. Steps „5… and „6…: Hypothetical similar experiments, Part I

At this point in the algorithm the original events have
been reduced to N data values, each between 0 and 1: the p N
(N⫽1, . . . ,N data) corresponding to the most interesting
N-regions satisfying the imposed criteria. To find the most
interesting of these, we need a way of comparing regions of
different size 共different N). An N 1 -region R N 1 with p Ndata is

A question that remains to be answered is what fraction P
of hypothetical similar experiments would yield a P less than
the P obtained in the data. We calculate P by running a
second set of N hse2 hypothetical similar experiments, generated as described in the previous section. 共We have written
hse 1 above to refer to the first set of hypothetical similar
experiments, used to determine the P N , given a list of p N ;
we write hse 2 to refer to this second set of hypothetical
similar experiments, used to determine P from P.兲 A second,
independent set of hse’s is required to calculate an unbiased
value for P. The quantity P is then given by
P⫽

2

tion of hypothetical similar experiments in which p Nhse
⬍p Ndata
1

1

2

2

To make this comparison, we generate N hse1 hypothetical
similar experiments. Generating a hypothetical similar experiment involves pulling a random integer from Eq. 共10兲 for
each background process i, sampling this number of events
from the multidimensional background density b(xជ ), and
then transforming these events into the unit box.
For each hse we compute a list of p N , exactly as for the
data set. Each of the N hse1 hypothetical similar experiments
consequently yields a list of p N . For each N, we now compare the p N we obtained in the data (p Ndata) with the p N ’s we
1

hse

obtained in the hse’s (p N i , where i⫽1, . . . ,N hse1 ). From
these values we calculate P N , the fraction of hse’s with
1
p Nhse ⬍p Ndata :
P N⫽

1
N hse1

N hse1

兺
i⫽1

hse

1

⌰ 共 p Ndata⫺p N i 兲 ,

共11兲

where ⌰(x)⫽0 for x⬍0, and ⌰(x)⫽1 for x⭓0.
The most interesting region in the sample is then the region for which P N is smallest. We define P⫽ P N min, where
P N min is the smallest of the P N .

兺

N hse2 i⫽1

P⫽

2

⌰ 共 P data⫺ P hsei 兲 .

共12兲

冕
冑 
1

2

⬁

P[  ]

2

e ⫺t /2dt

共13兲

for P[  ] .

is less than the fraction of hypothetical similar experi-

ments in which p Nhse⬍p Ndata .

N hse2

This is the final measure of the degree of interest of the most
interesting region. Note that P is a number between 0 and 1,
that small values of P indicate a sample containing an interesting region, that large values of P indicate a sample containing no interesting region, and that P can be described as
the fraction of hypothetical similar experiments that yield a
more interesting result than is observed in the data. P can be
translated into units of standard deviations (P[  ] ) by solving
the unit conversion equation

1

more interesting than an N 2 -region R N 2 with p Ndata if the frac-

1

G. Interpretation of results

In a general search for new phenomena, SLEUTH will be
applied to N fs different final states, resulting in N fs different
values for P. The final step in the procedure is the combination of these results. If no P value is smaller than ⬇0.01 then
a null result has been obtained, as no significant signal for
new physics has been identified in the data.
If one or more of the P values is particularly low, then we
can surmise that the region共s兲 of excess corresponds either to
a poorly modeled background or to possible evidence of new
physics. The algorithm has pointed out a region of excess
(R) and has quantified its significance (P). The next step is
to interpret this result.
Two issues related to this interpretation are combining
results from many final states, and confirming a SLEUTH discovery.
1. Combining the results of many final states

If one looks at many final states, one expects eventually to
see a fairly small P, even if there really is no new physics in
the data. We therefore define a quantity P̃ to be the fraction
of hypothetical similar experimental runs1 that yield a P that

1

In the phrase ‘‘hypothetical similar experiment,’’ ‘‘experiment’’
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is smaller than the smallest P observed in the data. Explicitly, given N fs final states, with b̂ i background events expected in each and Pi calculated for each one, P̃ is given to
good approximation by2
P̃⫽1⫺

N fs n i ⫺1

e ⫺b̂ i b̂ ij

i⫽1 j⫽0

j!

兿 兺

,

共14兲

Final state

共15兲

e  E” T
e  E” T j
e  E” T j j
e  E” T j j j

where n i is the smallest integer satisfying
⬁

兺
j⫽n

i

e ⫺b̂ i b̂ ij
⭐Pmin⫽minPi .
i
j!
2. Confirmation

An independent confirmation is desirable for any potential
discovery, especially for an excess revealed by a data-driven
search. Such confirmation may come from an independent
experiment, from the same experiment in a different but related final state, from an independent confirmation of the
background estimate, or from the same experiment in the
same final state using independent data. In the last of these
cases, a first sample can be presented to SLEUTH to uncover
any hints of new physics, and the remaining sample can be
subjected to a standard analysis in the region suggested by
SLEUTH. An excess in this region in the second sample helps
to confirm a discrepancy between data and background. If we
see hints of new physics in the Run I data, for example, we
will be able to predict where new physics might show itself
in the upcoming run of the Fermilab Tevatron, Run II.
IV. THE eµX DATA SET

As mentioned in Sec. I, we have applied the SLEUTH
method to DO
” data containing one or more electrons and one
or more muons. We use a data set corresponding to 108.3
⫾5.7 pb⫺1 of integrated luminosity, collected between 1992
and 1996 at the Fermilab Tevatron with the DO
” detector. The
data set and basic selection criteria are identical to those used
in the published t t̄ cross section analysis for the dilepton
channels 关12兴. Specifically, we apply global cleanup cuts and
select events containing
共i兲 one or more high p T (p T ⬎15 GeV兲 isolated electrons
and

refers to the analysis of a single final state. We use ‘‘experimental
runs’’ in a similar way to refer to the analysis of a number of
different final states. Thus a hypothetical similar experimental run
consists of N fs different hypothetical similar experiments, one for
each final state analyzed.
Note that the naive expression P̃⫽1⫺(1⫺Pmin)Nfs is not correct,
since this requires P̃→1 for N fs→⬁, and there are indeed an infinite number of final states to examine. The resolution of this paradox hinges on the fact that only an integral number of events can be
observed in each final state, and therefore final states with b̂ i Ⰶ1
contribute very little to the value of P̃. This is correctly accounted
for in the formulation given in Eq. 共14兲.
2

TABLE II. The exclusive final states within e  X for which
events are seen in the data and the variables used for each of these
final states. The variables are selected using the prescription described in Sec. II. Although all final states contain ‘‘e  E” T ,’’ no
missing transverse energy cut has been applied explicitly; E” T is
inferred from the presence of the muon, following Sec. II B.
Variables
p Te ,
p Te ,
p Te ,
p Te ,

E” T
E” T , p Tj
j
E” T , p T2
j
j
E” T , p T2 ⫹p T3

共ii兲 one or more high p T (p T ⬎15 GeV兲 isolated muons,
with object definitions given in Sec. II B.
The dominant standard model and instrumental backgrounds to this data set are
共i兲 top quark pair production with t→Wb, and with both
W bosons decaying leptonically, one to e  共or to  
→e  ) and one to   共or to   →   ),
共ii兲 W boson pair production with both W bosons decaying
leptonically, one to e  共or to   →e  ) and one to   共or
to   →   ),
共iii兲 Z/ ␥ * →  →e   , and
共iv兲 instrumental 共‘‘fakes’’兲: W production with the W boson decaying to   and a radiated jet or photon being mistaken for an electron, or bb̄/cc̄ production with one heavy
quark producing an isolated muon and the other a false electron 关13兴.
A sample of 100 000 t t̄ → dilepton events was generated
using HERWIG 关16兴, and a WW sample of equal size was
generated using PYTHIA 关17兴. We generated ␥ * → 
→e   共Drell-Yan兲 events using PYTHIA and Z→ 
→e   events using ISAJET 关18兴. The Drell-Yan cross
section is normalized as in Ref. 关19兴. The cross section for
” Z→ee cross
Z→  is taken to be equal to the published DO
section 关20兴, the top quark production cross section is taken
from Ref. 关21兴, and the WW cross section is taken from Ref.
关22兴. The t t̄ , WW, and Z/ ␥ * Monte Carlo events all were
” reconstruction
processed through GEANT 关23兴 and the DO
software. The number and distributions of events containing
fake electrons are taken from the data, using a sample of
events satisfying ‘‘bad’’ electron identification criteria 关24兴.
We break e  X into exclusive data sets, and determine
which variables to consider in each set using the prescription
given in Sec. II. The exclusive final states within e  X that
are populated with events in the data are listed in Table II.
The number of events expected for the various samples and
data sets in the populated final states are given in Table III;
the number of expected background events in all unpopulated final states in which the number of expected background events is ⬎0.001 are listed in Table IV. The dominant sources of systematic error are given in Table V.
V. SENSITIVITY

We choose to consider the e  X final state first because it
contains backgrounds of mass scale comparable to that ex-
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TABLE III. The number of expected background events for the populated final states within e  X. The
errors on e  X are smaller than on the sum of the individual background contributions obtained from Monte
Carlo simulations because of an uncertainty on the number of extra jets arising from initial and final state
radiation in the exclusive channels.
Data set

Fakes

Z→ 

␥ * → 

WW

t t̄

Total

e  E” T
e  E” T j
e  E” T j j
e  E” T j j j

18.4⫾1.4
8.7⫾1.0
2.7⫾0.6
0.4⫾0.2

25.6⫾6.5
3.0⫾0.8
0.5⫾0.2
0.07⫾0.05

0.5⫾0.2
0.1⫾0.03
0.012⫾0.006
0.005⫾0.004

3.9⫾1.0
1.1⫾0.3
0.18⫾0.05
0.032⫾0.009

0.011⫾0.003
0.4⫾0.1
1.8⫾0.5
0.7⫾0.2

48.5⫾7.6
13.2⫾1.5
5.2⫾0.8
1.3⫾0.3

eX

30.2⫾1.8

29.2⫾4.5

0.7⫾0.1

5.2⫾0.8

3.1⫾0.5

68.3⫾5.7

pected of the physics responsible for electroweak symmetry
breaking. Top quark pair production (qq̄→t t̄ →W ⫹ W ⫺ bb̄)
and W boson pair production are excellent examples of the
type of physics that we would expect the algorithm to find.
Before examining the data, we decided to impose the requirements of AntiCornerSphere and Isolation 共see Appendix C兲 on the regions that SLEUTH is allowed to consider. The
reason for this choice is that, in addition to allowing only
‘‘reasonable’’ regions, it allows the search to be parameterized essentially by a single variable — the distance between
each region and the lower left-hand corner of the unit box.
We felt this would aid the interpretation of the results from
this initial application of the method.
We test the sensitivity in two phases, keeping in mind that
nothing in the algorithm has been ‘‘tuned’’ to finding WW
and t t̄ in this sample. We first consider the background to
comprise fakes and Z/ ␥ * →  only, to see if we can ‘‘discover’’ either WW or t t̄ . We then consider the background
to comprise fakes, Z/ ␥ * →  , and WW, to see whether we
can ‘‘discover’’ t t̄ . We apply the full search strategy and
algorithm in both cases, first 共in this section兲 on an ensemble
of mock samples and then 共in Sec. VI兲 on the data.
A. Search for WW and t t̄ in mock samples

In this section we provide results from SLEUTH for the
case in which Z/ ␥ * →  and fakes are included in the backTABLE IV. The number of expected background events for the
unpopulated final states within e  X. The expected number of
events in final states with additional jets is obtained from those
listed in the table by dividing by five for each jet. These are all
rough estimates, and a large systematic error has been assigned
accordingly. Since no events are seen in any of these final states, the
background estimates shown here are used solely in the calculation
of P̃ for all e  X channels.
Final state

Background expected

e  E” T j j j j
ee  E” T
e 
e  E” T ␥

0.30⫾0.15
0.10⫾0.05
0.04⫾0.02
0.06⫾0.03

ground estimates and the signal from WW and t t̄ is ‘‘unknown.’’ We apply the prescription to the exclusive e  X
final states listed in Table II.
Figure 4 shows distributions of P for mock samples containing only Z/ ␥ * →  and fakes, where the mock events
are pulled randomly from their parent distributions and the
numbers of events are allowed to vary within systematic and
statistical errors. The distributions are uniform in the interval
关 0,1兴 , as expected, becoming appropriately discretized in the
low statistics limit. 关When the number of expected background events b̂ⱗ1, as in Fig. 4共d兲, it can happen that zero
or one events are observed. If zero events are observed, then
P⫽1, since all hypothetical similar experiments yield a result as interesting or more interesting than an empty sample.
If one event is observed, then there is only one region for
SLEUTH to consider, and P is simply the probability for b̂
⫾ ␦ b̂ to fluctuate up to exactly one event. In Fig. 4共d兲, for
example, the spike at P⫽1 contains 62% of the mock experiments, since this is the probability for 0.5⫾0.2 to fluctuate to zero events; the second spike is located at P⫽0.38
and contains 28% of the mock experiments, since this is the
probability for 0.5⫾0.2 to fluctuate to exactly one event.
Similar but less pronounced behavior is seen in Fig. 4共c兲.兴
Figure 5 shows distributions of P when the mock samples
contain WW and t t̄ in addition to the background in Fig. 4.
Again, the number of events from each process is allowed to
vary within statistical and systematic error. Figure 5 shows
that we can indeed find t t̄ and/or WW much of the time.
Figure 6 shows P̃ computed for these samples. In over 50%
of these samples we find P̃[  ] to correspond to more than
two standard deviations.
B. Search for t t̄ in mock samples

In this section we provide results for the case in which
Z/ ␥ * →  , fakes, and WW are all included in the background estimate and t t̄ is the ‘‘unknown’’ signal. We again
apply the prescription to the exclusive final states listed in
Table II.
Figure 7 shows distributions of P for mock samples containing Z/ ␥ * →  , fakes, and WW, where the mock events
are pulled randomly from their parent distributions, and the
numbers of events are allowed to vary within systematic and
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TABLE V. Sources of systematic uncertainty on the number of
expected background events in the final states e  E” T , e  E” T j,
e  E” T j j, and e  E” T j j j. P( j→‘‘e’’兲 denotes the probability that a
jet will be reconstructed as an electron. ‘‘Jet modeling’’ includes
systematic uncertainties in jet production in PYTHIA and HERWIG in
addition to jet identification and energy scale uncertainties.
Source

Error

Trigger and lepton identification efficiencies
P( j→‘‘e’’兲
Multiple interactions
Luminosity

12%
7%
7%
5.3%
12%

 (t t̄ →e  X)
 (Z→  →e  X)
 (WW→e  X)
 ( ␥ * →  →e  X)
Jet modeling

10%
10%
17%
20%

statistical errors. As found in the previous section, the distributions are uniform in the interval 关 0,1兴 , becoming appropriately discretized when the expected number of background
events becomes ⱗ 1. Figure 8 shows distributions of P when
the mock samples contain t t̄ in addition to Z/ ␥ * →  , fakes,
and WW. Again, the number of events from each process is
allowed to vary within statistical and systematic errors. The
distributions in Figs. 8共c兲 and 8共d兲 show that we can indeed
find t t̄ much of the time. Figure 9 shows that the distribution
of P̃[  ] is approximately a Gaussian centered at zero of width

FIG. 5. Distributions of P for the four exclusive final states 共a兲
e  E” T , 共b兲 e  E” T j, 共c兲 e  E” T j j, and 共d兲 e  E” T j j j. The background
includes only Z/ ␥ * →  and fakes. The mock samples for these
distributions contain WW and t t̄ in addition to Z/ ␥ * →  and
fakes. The extent to which these distributions peak at small P can
be taken as a measure of SLEUTH’s ability to find WW or t t̄ if we
had no knowledge of either final state. The presence of WW in
e  E” T causes the trend toward small values in 共a兲; the presence of t t̄
causes the trend toward small values in 共c兲 and 共d兲; and a combination of WW and t t̄ causes the signal seen in 共b兲.

unity for the case where the background and data both contain Z/ ␥ * →  , fakes, and WW production, and is peaked in
the bin above 2.0 for the same background when the data
include t t̄ .
C. New high p T physics

FIG. 4. Distributions of P for the four exclusive final states 共a兲
e  E” T , 共b兲 e  E” T j, 共c兲 e  E” T j j, and 共d兲 e  E” T j j j. The background
includes only Z/ ␥ * →  and fakes, and the mock samples making
up these distributions also contain only these two sources. As expected, P is uniform in the interval 关 0,1兴 for those final states in
which the expected number of background events b̂Ⰷ1, and shows
discrete behavior for b̂ ⱗ 1.

We have shown in Secs. V A and V B that the SLEUTH
prescription and algorithm correctly finds nothing when there
is nothing to be found, while exhibiting sensitivity to the
expected presence of WW and t t̄ in the e  X sample.
SLEUTH’s performance on this ‘‘typical’’ new physics signal
is encouraging, and may be taken as some measure of the
sensitivity of this method to the great variety of new high p T
physics that it has been designed to find. Making a more
general claim regarding SLEUTH’s sensitivity to the presence
of new physics is difficult, since the sensitivity obviously
varies with the characteristics of each candidate theory.
That being said, we can provide a rough estimate of
SLEUTH’s sensitivity to new high p T physics with the following argument. We have seen that we are sensitive to WW and
t t̄ pair production in a data sample corresponding to an integrated luminosity of ⬇100 pb⫺1 . These events tend to fall
in the region p Te ⬎40 GeV, E” T ⬎40 GeV, and 兺 ⬘ p Tj ⬎40 GeV
共if there are any jets at all兲. The probability that any true
e  X event produced will make it into the final sample is
about 15% due to the absence of complete hermeticity of the
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FIG. 6. Distribution of P̃[  ] from combining the four exclusive
final states e  E” T , e  E” T j, e  E” T j j, and e  E” T j j j. The background
includes only Z/ ␥ * →  and fakes. The mock samples making up
the distribution shown as the solid line contain WW and t t̄ in addition to Z/ ␥ * →  and fakes, and correspond to Fig. 5; the mock
samples making up the distribution shown as the dashed line contain only Z/ ␥ * →  and fakes, and correspond to Fig. 4. All
samples with P̃[  ] ⬎2.0 appear in the rightmost bin. The fact that
P̃[  ] ⬎2.0 in 50% of the mock samples can be taken as a measure of
SLEUTH’s sensitivity to finding WW and t t̄ if we had no knowledge
of the existence of the top quark or the possibility of W boson pair
production.

FIG. 7. Distributions of P for the four exclusive final states 共a兲
e  E” T , 共b兲 e  E” T j, 共c兲 e  E” T j j, and 共d兲 e  E” T j j j. The background
includes Z/ ␥ * →  , fakes, and WW, and the mock samples making
up these distributions also contain these three sources. As expected,
P is uniform in the interval 关 0,1兴 for those final states in which the
expected number of background events b̂Ⰷ1, and shows discrete
behavior when b̂ⱗ1.

DO
” detector, inefficiencies in the detection of electrons and
muons, and kinematic acceptance. We can therefore state
that we are as sensitive to new high p T physics as we were to
the roughly eight WW and t t̄ events in our mock samples if
the new physics is distributed relative to all standard model
backgrounds as WW and t t̄ are distributed relative to backgrounds from Z/ ␥ * →  and fakes alone, and if its production cross section ⫻ branching ratio into this final state is
ⲏ8/(0.15⫻100 pb⫺1 )⬇600 fb. Readers who are interested
in a possible signal with a different relative distribution, or
who prefer a more rigorous definition of ‘‘sensitivity,’’
should adjust this cross section accordingly.
VI. RESULTS

In the previous section we studied what can be expected
when SLEUTH is applied to e  X mock samples. In this section we confront SLEUTH with data. We observe 39 events in
the e  E” T final state, 13 events in e  E” T j, 5 events in
e  E” T j j, and a single event in e  E” T j j j, in good agreement
with the expected background in Table III. We proceed by
first removing both WW and t t̄ from the background estimates, and next by removing only t t̄ , to search for evidence
of these processes in the data. Finally, we include all standard model processes in the background estimates and search
for evidence of new physics.

FIG. 8. Distributions of P for the four exclusive final states 共a兲
e  E” T , 共b兲 e  E” T j, 共c兲 e  E” T j j, and 共d兲 e  E” T j j j. The background
includes Z/ ␥ * →  , fakes, and WW. The mock samples for these
distributions contain t t̄ in addition to Z/ ␥ * →  , fakes, and WW.
The extent to which these distributions peak at small P can be taken
as a measure of SLEUTH’s sensitivity to finding t t̄ if we had no
knowledge of the top quark’s existence or characteristics. Note that
P is flat in e  E” T , where the expected number of top quark events
is negligible, peaks slightly toward small values in e  E” T j, and
shows a marked low peak in e  E” T j j and e  E” T j j j.
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FIG. 9. Distribution of P̃[  ] from combining the four exclusive
final states e  E” T , e  E” T j, e  E” T j j, and e  E” T j j j. The background
includes Z/ ␥ * →  , fakes, and WW. The mock samples making up
the distribution shown as the solid line contain t t̄ in addition to
Z/ ␥ * →  , fakes, and WW, corresponding to Fig. 8; the mock
samples making up the distribution shown as the dashed line contain only Z/ ␥ * →  , fakes, and WW, and correspond to Fig. 7. All
samples with P̃[  ] ⬎2.0 appear in the rightmost bin. The fact that
P̃[  ] ⬎2.0 in over 25% of the mock samples can be taken as a
measure of SLEUTH’s sensitivity to finding t t̄ if we had no knowledge of the top quark’s existence or characteristics.
A. Search for WW and t t̄ in data

FIG. 10. Positions of data points following the transformation of
the background from fake and Z/ ␥ * sources in the space of variables in Table I to a uniform distribution in the unit box. The
darkened points define the region SLEUTH found most interesting.
The axes of the unit box in 共a兲 are suggestively labeled (p Te ) and
(E” T ); each is a function of both p Te and E” T , but (p Te ) depends more
strongly on p Te , while (E” T ) more closely tracks E” T . Here r ⬘ is the
distance of the data point from (0,0,0) 共the ‘‘lower left-hand corner’’ of the unit box兲, transformed so that the background is distributed uniformly in the interval 关 0,1兴 . The interesting regions in the
e  E” T and e  E” T j j samples presumably indicate the presence of
WW signal in e  E” T and of t t̄ signal in e  E” T j j. We find P̃
⫽0.03 (P̃[  ] ⫽1.9).

The results of applying SLEUTH to DO
” data with only
Z/ ␥ * →  and fakes in the background estimate are shown
in Table VI and Fig. 10. SLEUTH finds indications of an excess in the e  E” T and e  E” T j j states, presumably reflecting
the presence of WW and t t̄ , respectively. The results for the
e  E” T j and e  E” T j j j final states are consistent with the results in Fig. 5. Defining r ⬘ as the distance of the data point
from (0,0,0) in the unit box 共transformed so that the background is distributed uniformly in the interval 关 0,1兴 ), the top
candidate events from DO
” ’s recent analysis 关25兴 are the three
events with largest r ⬘ in the e  E” T j j sample and the single

The results of applying SLEUTH to the data with Z/ ␥ *
→  , fakes, and WW included in the background estimate
are shown in Table VII and Fig. 11. SLEUTH finds an indication of excess in the e  E” T j j events, presumably indicating

TABLE VI. Summary of results on the e  E” T , e  E” T j,
e  E” T j j, and e  E” T j j j channels when WW and t t̄ are not included
in the background. SLEUTH identifies a region of excess in the e  E” T
and e  E” T j j final states, presumably indicating the presence of WW
and t t̄ in the data. In units of standard deviation, P̃[  ] ⫽1.9.

TABLE VII. Summary of results on the e  E” T , e  E” T j,
e  E” T j j, and e  E” T j j j channels when t t̄ production is not included
in the background. SLEUTH identifies a region of excess in the
e  E” T j j final state, presumably indicating the presence of t t̄ in the
data. In units of standard deviation, P̃[  ] ⫽1.2.

event in the e  E” T j j j sample, shown in Fig. 10. The presence of the WW signal can be inferred from the events designated interesting in the e  E” T final state.
B. Search for t t̄ in data

Data set

P

Data set

P

e  E” T
e  E” T j
e  E” T j j
e  E” T j j j

0.008
0.34
0.01
0.38

e  E” T
e  E” T j
e  E” T j j
e  E” T j j j

0.16
0.45
0.03
0.41

P̃

0.03

P̃

0.11
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TABLE VIII. Summary of results on all final states within e  X
when all standard model backgrounds are included. The unpopulated final states 共listed in Table IV兲 have P⫽1.0; these final states
are included in the calculation of P̃. We observe no evidence for the
presence of new high p T physics.
Data set

P

e  E” T
e  E” T j
e  E” T j j
e  E” T j j j

0.14
0.45
0.31
0.71

P̃

0.72

C. Search for physics beyond the standard model

FIG. 11. Positions of data points following the transformation of
the background from the three sources Z/ ␥ * →  , fakes, and WW
in the space of variables in Table I to a uniform distribution in the
unit box. The darkened points define the region SLEUTH found most
interesting. The interesting region in the e  E” T j j sample presumably indicates the presence of t t̄ . We find P̃⫽0.11 (P̃[  ] ⫽1.2).

the presence of t t̄ . The results for the e  E” T , e  E” T j, and
e  E” T j j j final states are consistent with the results in Fig. 8.
” ’s recent analysis 关25兴 are the
The t t̄ candidates from DO
three events with the largest r ⬘ in the e  E” T j j sample and
the single event in the e  E” T j j j sample, shown in Fig. 11.
A comparison of this result with one obtained using a
dedicated top quark search illustrates an important difference
between SLEUTH’s result and the result from a dedicated
search. DO
” announced its discovery of the top quark 关26兴 in
1995 with 50 pb ⫺1 of integrated luminosity upon observing
17 events with an expected background of 3.8⫾0.6 events, a
4.6 ‘‘effect,’’ in the combined dilepton and single-lepton
decay channels. In the e  channel alone, two events were
seen with an expected background of 0.12⫾0.03 events. The
probability of 0.12⫾0.03 events fluctuating up to or above
two events is 0.007, corresponding to a 2.5 ‘‘effect.’’ In a
subsequent measurement of the top quark cross section 关12兴,
three candidate events were seen with an expected background of 0.21⫾0.16, an excess corresponding to a 2.75
‘‘effect.’’ Using SLEUTH, we find P⫽0.03 in the e  E” T j j
sample, a 1.9 ‘‘effect,’’ when complete ignorance of the
top quark is feigned. When we take into account the fact that
we have also searched in all of the final states listed in Table
III, we find P̃⫽0.11, a 1.2 ‘‘effect.’’ The difference between the 2.75 ‘‘effect’’ seen with a dedicated top quark
search and the 1.2 ‘‘effect’’ that SLEUTH reports in e  X
lies partially in the fact that SLEUTH is not optimized for t t̄ ;
and partially in the careful accounting of the many new
physics signatures that SLEUTH considered in addition to t t̄
production, and the correspondingly many new physics signals that SLEUTH might have discovered.

In this section we present SLEUTH’s results for the case in
which all standard model and instrumental backgrounds are
considered in the background estimate: Z/ ␥ * →  , fakes,
WW, and t t̄ . The results are shown in Table VIII and Fig.
12. We observe excellent agreement with the standard
model. We conclude that these data contain no evidence of
new physics at high p T , and calculate that a fraction P̃
⫽0.72 of hypothetical similar experimental runs would produce a more significant excess than any observed in these
data. Recall that we are sensitive to new high p T physics
with production cross section ⫻ branching ratio into this
final state as described in Sec. V C.
VII. CONCLUSIONS

We have developed a quasi-model-independent technique
for searching for the physics responsible for stabilizing elec-

FIG. 12. Positions of the data points following the transformation of the background from Z/ ␥ * →  , fakes, WW, and t t̄ sources
in the space of variables in Table I to a uniform distribution in the
unit box. The darkened points define the region that SLEUTH chose.
We find P̃⫽0.72, and distributions that are all roughly uniform and
consistent with background. No evidence for new high p T physics is
observed.
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troweak symmetry breaking. Our prescription involves the
definition of final states and the construction of a rule that
identifies a set of relevant variables for any particular final
state. An algorithm 共SLEUTH兲 systematically searches for regions of excess in those variables, and quantifies the significance of any observed excess. This technique is sufficiently
a priori that it allows an ex post facto, quantitative measure
of the degree to which curious events are interesting. After
demonstrating the sensitivity of the method, we have applied
it to the set of events in the semi-inclusive channel e  X.
Removing WW and t t̄ from the calculated background, we
find indications of these signals in the data. Including these
background channels, we find that these data contain no evidence of new physics at high p T . A fraction P̃⫽0.72 of
hypothetical similar experimental runs would produce a
more significant excess than any observed in these data.
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APPENDIX A: FURTHER COMMENTS ON VARIABLES

We have excluded a number of ‘‘standard’’ variables
from the list in Table I for various reasons: some are helpful
for specific models but not helpful in general; some are partially redundant with variables already on the list; some we
have omitted because we felt they were less well-motivated
than the variables on the list, and we wish to keep the list of
variables short. Two of the perhaps most significant omissions are invariant masses and topological variables.
共i兲 Invariant masses: If a particle of mass m is produced
and its decay products are known, then the invariant mass of
those decay products is an obvious variable to consider. M Tl 
and M l ⫹ l ⫺ are used in this spirit to identify W and Z bosons,
respectively, as described in Sec. II. Unfortunately, a nonstandard-model particle’s decay products are generally not
known, both because the particle itself is not known and
because of final state combinatorics, and resolution effects
can wash out a mass peak unless one knows where to look.
Invariant masses turn out to be remarkably ineffective for the
type of general search we wish to perform. For example, a
natural invariant mass to consider in e  E” T j j is the invariant
mass of the two jets (m j j ); since top quark events do not
cluster in this variable, they would not be discovered by its
use. A search for any particular new particle with known
decay products is best done with a dedicated analysis. For

these reasons the list of variables in Table I does not include
invariant masses.
共ii兲 Shape variables: Thrust, sphericity, aplanarity, centrality, and other topological variables often prove to be good
choices for model-specific searches, but new physics could
appear in a variety of topologies. Many of the processes that
could show up in these variables already populate the tails of
the variables in Table I. If a shape variable is included, the
choice of that particular variable must be justified. We
choose not to use topological variables, but we do require
physics objects to be central 共e.g., 兩  j 兩 ⬍2.5), to similar
effect.
APPENDIX B: TRANSFORMATION OF VARIABLES

The details of the variable transformation are most easily
understood in one dimension, and for this we can consider
again Fig. 1. It is easy to show that if the background distribution is described by the curve b(x)⫽ 51 e ⫺x/5 and we let
y⫽1⫺e ⫺x/5, then y is distributed uniformly between 0 and
1. The situation is more complicated when the background is
given to us as a set of Monte Carlo points that cannot be
described by a simple parametrization, and it is further complicated when these points reside in several dimensions.
There is a unique solution to this problem in one dimension, but an infinity of solutions in two or more dimensions.
Not all of these solutions are equally reasonable, however —
there are two additional properties that the solution should
have.
共i兲 Axes should map to axes. If the data reside in a threedimensional space in the octant with all coordinates positive,
for example, then it is natural to map the coordinate axes to
the axes of the box.
共ii兲 Points that are near each other should map to points
that are near each other, subject to the constraint that the
resulting background probability distribution be flat within
the unit box.
This somewhat abstract and not entirely well-posed problem is helped by considering an analogous physical problem:
The height of the sand in a d-dimensional unit
sandbox is given by the function b(xជ ), where xជ
is a d-component vector. 共The counting of dimensions is such that a physical sandbox has d
⫽2.兲 We take the d-dimensional lid of the sandbox and squash the sand flat. The result of this
squashing is that a sand grain at position xជ has
moved to a new position yជ , and the new function
b ⬘ (yជ ) describing the height of the sand is a constant. Given the function b(xជ ), determine the
mapping xជ →yជ .
For this analogy to help, the background first needs to be
put ‘‘in the sandbox.’’ Each of the background events must
also have the same weight 共the reason for this will become
clear shortly兲. The background probability density is therefore estimated in the original variables using Probability
Density Estimation 关27兴, and M events are sampled from this
distribution.
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These M events are then put ‘‘into the sandbox’’ by transforming each variable 共individually兲 into the interval 关 0,1兴 .
The new variable is given by
1
x j →x ⬘j ⫽
M

冕

xj

M

1

exp
兺
⫺⬁ i⫽1 冑2  h
j

冉

⫺

共 t⫺  i j 兲 2

2  2j h 2

冊

dt,
共B1兲

where  i j is the value of the j th variable for the i th background event,  j is the standard deviation of the distribution
in the j th variable, and h⫽M ⫺1/(d⫹4) , where d is the dimensionality of the space.
The next step is to take these M events and map each of
them to a point on a uniform grid within the box. The previous paragraph defines a mapping from the original variables into the unit sandbox; this step defines a mapping from
a lumpy distribution in the sandbox to a flat distribution. The
mapping is continued to the entire space by interpolating
between the sampled background events.
The mapping to the grid is done by first assigning each
sampled background point to an arbitrary grid point. Each
background point i is some distance d i j away from the grid
point j with which it is paired. We then loop over pairs of
background points i and i ⬘ , which are associated with grid
points j and j ⬘ , and swap the associations 共associate i with j ⬘
and i ⬘ with j) if max(dij ,di⬘ j⬘) ⬎ max(di⬘ j ,dij⬘). This looping
and swapping is continued until an equilibrium state is
reached.

nectivity, Convexity, Peg, and Hyperplanes. Although we
present only the Boolean forms of these criteria here, they
may be generalized to the interval 关 0,1兴 by introducing the
scale  in the same spirit as above.
c. Connectivity. We generally expect a discovery region to
be one connected subspace in the variables we use, rather
than several disconnected subspaces. Although one can posit
cases in which the signal region is not connected 共perhaps
signal appears in the two regions  ⬎2 and  ⬍⫺2), one
should be able to easily avoid this with an appropriate choice
of variables. 共In this example, we should use 兩  兩 rather than
 .兲 We defined the concept of neighboring data points in the
discussion of regions in Sec. III B 2. A connected region is
defined to be a region in which given any two points a and b
within the region, there exists a list of points p 1
⫽a,p 2 , . . . ,p n⫺1 ,p n ⫽b such that all the p i are in the region and p i⫹1 is a neighbor of p i .
d. Convexity. We define a non-convex region as a region
defined by a set of N data points P, such that there exists a
data point pជ̂ not within P satisfying
N

兺

pជ i  i ⫽ pជ̂

共C2兲

兺i  i ⫽1

共C3兲

i⫽1

 i ⭓0

᭙i,

共C4兲

APPENDIX C: REGION CRITERIA

In Sec. III B 3 we introduced the formal notion of region
criteria — properties that we require a region to have for it
to be considered by SLEUTH. The two criteria that we have
decided to impose in the analysis of the e  X data are Isolation and AntiCornerSphere.
a. Isolation. We want the region to include events that are
⫺1/d
very close to it. We define  ⫽ 41 N data
as a measure of the
mean distance between data points in their transformed coordinates, and call a region isolated if there exist no data
points outside the region that are closer than  to a data point
inside the region. We generalize this Boolean criterion to the
interval 关 0,1兴 by defining

冉

冊

min兩 共 xជ 兲 in⫺ 共 xជ 兲 out兩
,
2

c RIsolation ⫽min 1,

共C1兲

where the minimum is taken over all pairwise combinations
of data points with (xជ ) in inside R and (xជ ) out outside R.
b. AntiCornerSphere. One must be able to draw a sphere
centered on the origin of the unit box containing all data
events outside the region and no data events inside the region. This is useful if the signal is expected to lie in the
upper right-hand corner of the unit box. We generalize this
Boolean criterion to the interval 关 0,1兴 as described in Sec.
III B 3.
A number of other potentially useful region criteria may
be imagined. Among those that we have considered are Con-

for suitably chosen  i , where pជ i are the points within P. A
convex region is then any region that is not non-convex;
intuitively, a convex region is one that is ‘‘roundish,’’ without protrusions or intrusions.
e. Peg. We may want to consider only regions that live on
the high tails of a distribution. More generally, we may want
to only consider regions that contain one or more of n specific points in variable space. Call this set of points x̃ i , where
i⫽1, . . . ,n. We transform these points exactly as we transformed the data in Sec. III B to obtain a set of points ỹ i that
live in the unit box. A region R is said to be pegged to these
points if there exists at least one i苸1, . . . ,n such that the
closest data point to ỹ i lies within R.
f. Hyperplanes. Connectivity and Convexity are criteria
that require the region to be ‘‘reasonably shaped,’’ while Peg
is designed to ensure that the region is ‘‘in a believable location.’’ It is possible, and may at times be desirable, to
impose a criterion that judges both shape and location simultaneously. A region R in a d-dimensional unit box is said to
satisfy Hyperplanes if, for each data point p inside R, one
can draw a (d⫺1)-dimensional hyperplane through p such
that all data points on the side of the hyperplane containing
the point 1ជ 共the ‘‘upper right-hand corner of the unit box’’兲
are inside R.
More complicated region criteria may be built from combinations and variations of these and other basic elements.
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共1兲 Allow the amoeba to encompass a neighboring data point. Force it to encompass any
other data points necessary to make the expanded amoeba satisfy all criteria. Check to
see whether the p NR of the expanded amoeba
is less than the p NR of the region on the list of
the same size. If so, the amoeba has successfully grown, the list of the most interesting
regions is updated, and the amoeba tries to
grow again. If not, the amoeba shrinks back
to its former size and repeats the same process using a different neighboring data point.
共2兲 If the amoeba has tried all neighboring data
points and has not successfully grown, it
shrinks.

APPENDIX D: SEARCH HEURISTIC DETAILS

The heuristic SLEUTH uses to search for the region of
greatest excess may usefully be visualized as a set of rules
for an amoeba to move within the unit box. We monitor the
amoeba’s progress by maintaining a list of the most interesting region of size N 共one for each N) that the amoeba has
visited so far. At each state, the amoeba is the region under
consideration, and the rules tell us what region to consider
next.
The initial location and size of the amoeba is determined
by the following rules for seeding:
共1兲 If we have not yet searched this data set at
all, the starting amoeba fills the entire box.
共2兲 Otherwise, the amoeba starts out as the region around a single random point that has
not yet inhabited a ‘‘small’’ region that we
have considered so far. We consider a region
R to be small if adding or removing an individual point can have a sizable effect on the
p NR ; in practice, a region is small if N ⱗ20.
共3兲 If there is no point that has not yet inhabited
a small region that we have considered so far,
the search is complete.

The rules for shrinking are the following:
共1兲 Force the amoeba to relinquish the data point
that owns the most background, subject to
the requirement that the resulting shrunken
amoeba be consistent with the criteria.
共2兲 If the amoeba has shrunk out of existence or
can shrink no further, we destroy this amoeba
and reseed.

At each stage, the amoeba either grows or shrinks. It begins by attempting to grow. The rules for growth are the
following:

The result of this process is a list of regions of length
N data 共one region for each N), such that the N th region in the
list is the most interesting region of size N found in the
data set.
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